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In the SUPERLOCAL - UIA SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate 

development area, 12 different parties are working together, with 

the ambition of reusing the materials of two vacant high-rise flats 

for the construction of circa 130 new homes and the set-up of the 

public area. 

The development area is not only innovative in terms of 

sustainability, but also makes a structural contribution to 

the region’s housing and sustainability efforts. SUPERLOCAL 

is therefore at the heart of both the regional policy of the 

Stadsregio Parkstad (City Region Parkstad) and as a key project 

in the vision of IBA Parkstad as an innovative strategy for the 

transformation of the region.

SUPERLOCAL is also part of the Transformatieopgave Kerkrade 

(Transformation challenge Kerkrade). A collaborative 

partnership between the municipality of Kerkrade and the 

housing corporations in the municipality. Annual performance 

agreements are made about the contributions that parties make 

to the public housing efforts. HEEMwonen is responsible for 

directing this area development.

SUPERLOCAL has also managed to attract the attention of 

Europe with its innovative and sustainable approach to the 

area development. In 2017, a prestigious subsidy was awarded 

by Urban Innovative Actions (UIA) to the SUPERLOCAL - Super 

Circular Estate project. UIA focuses on finding and trying out new 

solutions to issues concerning sustainable urban development 

and which are relevant for the whole of the European Union.

We, as partners in the project, would like to share the knowledge 

that has been gained on sustainable area development, in order 

to further support and propagate the systemic shift towards a 

circular economy. Copper8 and Alba Concepts have drawn up 

an innovative business case for this, which can be accessed by 

everyone. This publication is an accessible summary of that.

Foreword
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By 2050, the Netherlands aims to have a ‘fully’ circular economy, 

one in which the recycling of raw materials is completely closed. 

The objective is to reduce our primary materials consumption 

by 50% as early as 2030. Furthermore, it has been agreed in 

the Climate Accord that our CO2 footprint will be reduced by 

95% in 2050, and by 55% in 2030 in comparison to 1990. The 

construction sector is responsible for approximately 50% of the 

use of raw materials and 40% of CO2 emissions. Consequently, 

the construction sector bears a major responsibility where the 

transition to the circular economy is concerned. 

In addition, the Dutch construction sector also has a major 

responsibility when it comes to the housing shortage; 1 million 

homes need to be built between 2021 and 2030. Two challenges 

that seem to be at odds with each other. Yet nothing could 

be further from the truth, because the HEEMwonen housing 

corporation has shown with the project ‘SUPERLOCAL - Super 

Circular Estate’ that these challenges can also go hand in 

hand with each other. They have experimented with circular 

construction in three successive projects, together with Jongen 

Bouwpartners and Dusseldorp. With as the end result, 15 ground-

level circular houses are already being lived in right now. 

Without the help of the European UIA subsidy, it would not have 

been possible to build the 15 ground-level houses in a circular 

way at this point in time. Current real estate calculation models 

do not adequately highlight the value of circular construction. If 

this value is taken into account in the business case, in the future, 

subsidies will no longer be needed for circular projects like these. 

For the SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate project, Alba 

Concepts and Copper8 have made a first step towards factoring 

in the value of circular construction in the circular business case. 

This publication outlines what the circular business case looks 

like, what the results of the SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate 

project are, and how the circular business case can be developed 

into the new standard for (financial) decision-making within the 

construction sector. 

01
introduction

1.  Primary materials are materials that are first extracted out of the earth.
2. https://www.aedes.nl/artikelen/woningmarkt/verkiezingen/tweede-kamer/1.-een-miljoen-toekomstbestendige-woningen-erbij-in-10-jaar.html

Closing recycling of raw materials

Addressing housing shortages

Building 1 
million homes 

between 2021 
and 2030

a fully circular 
economy in the 

Netherlands by 2050 2
challenges
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02
Circular economy and 
circular construction 
In the SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate project, HEEMwonen has built 15 ground-level houses in a circular way together with its 

partners. But what does this actually mean? In order to understand why the circular business case is so crucial, it is important to know what 

a circular economy and circular construction entail. 

 Circular economy

In a circular economy, we endeavour to preserve the retention value of materials. We do this by maximising the functional lifespan of a 

product or building, for example by renovating a building or even repurposing it for a new function. When the lifespan of the building really 

can’t be extended, a building is disassembled and the products and materials that are freed up are reused in a new building. 

We define a circular economy as follows:

“A circular economy is an economic system in which the use and consumption of materials is minimised and the retention value is 
maximised. By optimising the functional lifespan and ensuring that elements, products, components and materials can and will be reused in 
different high and low value cycles, value destruction is avoided.” - (Copper8, 20183)

 Circular construction
When you, as a construction sector, want to give shape to a circular economy, you have to start from a number of basic principles that 

enable a building to be designed in a circular way. This can be done in several ways. As such, the circular measures for a building are not the 

same everywhere. Depending on the context, other circular strategies may be focused on. The most important circular principles are as 

follows.

circular 
construction

circular 
use of materials

circular 
design

Minimising environmental 
impact of primary materials

Future-proof design 
(adaptive)

The use of recycled or 
biobased materials

Design for optimal 
conservation and 

maintenance

Design for multiple 
life cycles (detachable)

3. https://www.copper8.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/E-book-Circulair-Inkopen-in-8-stappen-Copper8.pdf
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 Circular use of materials

There are two ways to build in a circular way. Working from the past or aiming towards the future. The use of circular materials focuses on 

circularity from the past and is actually very straightforward. It is about using materials and products that have already had a life. In other 

words, reusing materials and products. Moreover, it is also possible to choose to use biobased materials, such as a timber construction. The 

advantage of biobased materials is that they grow back in nature, which means that these materials can be used indefinitely. With the use 

of recycled and biobased materials, fewer materials need to be extracted from the earth. This is how substance is given to the goal of using 

50% fewer primary materials by 2030.

 Circular design

The use of recycled products is not the only way to build in a circular way. It is important that new buildings are designed in such a way that 

their lifespan is as extensive as possible and that the materials and products can be easily reused in the future. This is done, for example, 

by overdimensioning the building’s structure so that it is suitable for more than one user and function. In addition, you need to design 

detachable joints and connections. This means that a building does not have to be demolished in the future, but can be disassembled into 

separate parts that can be reused.

 Dividing a building into layers

A building is made up of different layers, each with a different lifespan, also called ‘shearing layers’. Because all these layers have a different 

functional lifespan and a different strategy, it is important to be able to replace these layers independently from each other. Currently, 

pipes are often cast into the floors to save space. However, this also means that when the pipes have to be replaced, the floors have to be 

replaced too, while these are still in good condition. A shame to see all those materials go to waste.

3. https://www.copper8.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/E-book-Circulair-Inkopen-in-8-stappen-Copper8.pdf

The 6S-model 
(Brand, 1994)

Site (Ground) Infinite

Structure (Construction) 30-300 years

Skin (Shell, façade) 20-40 years

Services (Installations) 7-15 years

Space plan (Interior) 3-30 years

Stuff (Misc. things) 1 day - 1 month
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The business case for buildings is calculated with the help of real estate calculation models. In the existing real estate calculation models, 

the costs and benefits over a certain period of time are taken into account in order to determine the rate of return. Consider, for example, 

construction costs, architect’s fees and rental income in the costs and benefits. Often these are calculated over a period of 40-50 years in 

order to determine whether the investment is worthwhile. This is also where the problem of the current business case lies.

 A short term perspective

Although sustainable buildings sometimes are associated with higher investment costs, they also often have lower operating costs. 

Consider, for example, lower energy costs, but also the greater flexibility that they offer. The latter enables these buildings to adapt better 

to changing functional needs, changes in function or to ensure a reduction in maintenance costs. With circular buildings, there may be 

fewer vacancies thanks to the higher level of flexibility, which has beneficial knock-on effects in the form of lower rental losses and lower 

risks. Thanks to their detachability factor, circular buildings potentially have a higher residual value. This is because the financial residual 

value of the reusable products (reuse value) is often higher than the financial residual value of the recyclable materials (recycling value). The 

financial benefits of circular construction are often not yet apparent within the first 40 years of their operation. The cash flow models used 

usually end before the business case for circular construction becomes an attractive proposition.

 Solely financial aspects

The existing real estate calculation models only take financial costs and benefits into account, while there are also other (social) costs and 

benefits. Social costs that are often much lower in circular buildings, for example, due to a lower CO2 footprint of the materials, as well as 

lower energy consumption. In order to make a fair comparison between traditional and circular buildings, it is important that the social 

values are also factored into the business case

03
The Circular Business Case
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 The concept of the Circular Business case

As outlined earlier, current real estate calculation models no longer do justice to providing insight into the actual value of circular 

construction. These models do not make a fair comparison between traditional and circular variants. For circular buildings to become 

mainstream, the current business case needs to be expanded. 

We propose an expansion on two dimensions:

1. From short to long term

Circular construction is essentially about extending the lifespan and reusing buildings, products and/or materials. By definition, this means 

that circular construction adopts a long-term perspective, whereby not one, but several life cycles are involved. Making the right (financial) 

deliberations requires a long-term perspective, whereby several life cycles are taken into account. 

2. Broadening the business case

A circular economy is a concept that can be used to contribute to climate goals. It is an economic system that, unlike the current economic 

system, is not solely concerned with financial values. This means that circular construction can add more value than merely a financial 

one. In order to make the right choices, it is important that other ‘values’ are added to the business case. We have summarised these in an 

ecological and a social business case. 

Figure 2

The principle of the 
Circular Business Case

an expansion on two dimensions
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 From short to long term

Circularity is a concept where materials do not end up as waste 

after one life cycle, but are reused over several life cycles. The 

advantages of circularity are not always directly apparent in the 

existing life cycle. Consider the higher construction costs for a 

demountable product, which only pays off when the product 

is easily reused, while in another project for the same product, 

landfill costs must be paid and a new investment must also be 

made. For this reason, in the circular business case, the effects of 

‘the past’ and ‘the future’ are calculated in the form of an offset of 

the ecological as well as financial aspects.

In concrete terms, this means that when products are reused, the 

(environmental) impact of this product is only halfway taken into 

consideration. After all, the product is now starting its second 

life, which means that the other half is ascribed to the former life. 

The extent to which a product is reusable is determined for all 

products. The more detachable a product is, the more reusable 

it is. This yields a higher residual value that is factored into the 

calculation at the end of the business case. This applies not only 

to the financial impact, but also to the environmental impact. In 

fact, if a product can be reused in the future, the environmental 

impact can subsequently also be spread over two, perhaps three, 

life cycles. 

“The reuse of 
materials 
generally 
creates a 
lower 
carbon 
footprint”

4. A Life Cycle Analysis, also called a Cradle to Grave Analysis, is a method for determining the total environmental impact of a product throughout 
its entire life cycle. That is to say, the extraction of the required raw materials, production, transport, use, and waste disposal.
5. https://www.klimaatverbond.nl/images/uploads/Essay_Van_Parijs_naar_een_CO2-prijs.pdf

 Broadening of the    
 business case

The reuse of materials generally creates a lower carbon 

footprint, which is not something that is highlighted in the 

traditional business case. It is important that in the transition to 

a circular economy, these kinds of effects are made clear and are  

considered in the decision-making process. For this reason, in 

addition to the financial impact, the ecological and social impacts 

are also factored into the circular business case. 

For the ecological impact, use was made of LCA data4(Life Cycle 

Analysis), which are translated as shadow costs. Shadow costs 

can be seen as the costs that have to be paid to prevent or 

compensate for environmental pollution. Consider, for example, 

compensation costs for CO2 emissions. For determining the 

social impact, a qualitative assessment was made of the direct 

benefits that circular construction has for the tenant. We have 

also used the most realistic price possible5 for the shadow 

costs, so that these can, in principle, be compared with e.g. the 

investment costs. 
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The Circular Business Case 
from SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate

An overview of the circular measures in a SUPER-
LOCAL - Super Circular Estate home

Circular concrete

Mosa tiles

FixBrick® Facade system

FAAY interior walls

Velux roof window

Reused kitchen

Rheinzink roof gutter
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6. CM01 to CM08 represent the eight circular measures that have been adopted, but due to the sensitive nature of this information, they have been anonymised and placed in random order.

 The financial aspects of the  
 Circular Business Case

A period of 70 years has been used for the Circular Business Case. 

During this period, several of the measures are subject to interim 

adjustments. Take, for example, the replacement of part of the 

façade, or the relocation of internal walls. The times when these 

adjustments take place are based on the multi-year maintenance 

plan as set out  by HEEMwonen. Detachable products such as 

the FixBrick® or FAAY walls ensure that these adjustments can be 

made in the future, e.g. through less use of manual labour, so that 

transaction costs are lower. 

In addition to the costs made during the lifespan, the financial 

residual value is also determined at the end of the lifespan. With 

regard to the financial residual value, a distinction can be made 

between the reuse value and the recycling value. In this case, the 

financial residual value of the reusable products (reuse value) is 

higher than the financial residual value of the recyclable materials 

(recycling value). A product must be connected in a detachable 

way in order to capitalise on the reuse value. When a product 

cannot be reused, then it has a recycling value, which depends on 

the type of material. 

The starting point for the recycling value is the purchase price of 

the products as specified in the open budget. Then the quality 

degradation and various corrective factors such as transport, 

disassembly and storage costs are also calculated. This ultimately 

leads to the reuse value. The recycling value represents the 

scenario whereby a product is turned back into materials. This 

means that, for example, aluminium window frames are melted 

down to aluminium and a plastic window frame is turned back 

into regranulated plastic. 

The commodity value or market value of materials is used as the 

basis here. This value was subsequently lowered by the corrective 

factors. 

The total cost of the eight traditional and circular measures 

for one house is shown in the accompanying graph. The initial 

investment costs, the operating costs and the residual value are 

all taken into account in this. The investment costs were already 

made when the houses were built, while the operating costs and 

residual value only feature later on as part of the business case. In 

order to make a fair comparison, all costs are recalculated back to 

the present, whereby matters such as inflation are also taken into 

account. This is referred to as the Net Present Value. 

The Circular Business Case shows that, in general, the 

replacement costs of the circular measures are lower than those 

of the traditional variant. Aside from that, the circular measures 

in most cases have a higher residual value than traditional ones. 

Overview of the various costs (net present value) of 
both the traditional and circular situation. 
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In fact, in the traditional variant, there is frequently a 'negative' 

residual value as these only involve demolition costs. When you 

look at the financial result for the total SUPERLOCAL - Super 

Circular Estate project (see Figure 5), you can conclude that a 

financial advantage of over € 160,000 has been achieved. This 

means that circular construction does indeed have financial 

advantages, provided that it is viewed over the longer term, as 

has been done in the Circular Business Case. 

The total financial costs in the Circular 
Business Case for the 15 houses
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 The ecological aspects of
 the Circular Business Case

The ecological business case is determined according to the 

environmental impact of the materials that have been used based 

on the LCAs. The term ‘carbon footprint’ is often mentioned, 

but the environmental impact involves several different effects. 

In order to calculate the total environmental impact, the 

impacts were translated to shadow costs. When it comes to a 

reused product, half of the shadow costs have been left out of 

the calculation, as they have been ascribed to the previous life 

cycle. In addition, an ecological ‘residual value’ exists whenever 

a product is reusable in the future. Just as is the case with 

the financial residual value, this is determined on the basis of 

detachability.

The accompanying graph shows the total shadow costs of 

the various circular measures and how they compare with the 

traditional variant. This total shadow cost already includes 

the impact upon realisation, the impact when it comes to 

replacements, along with the residual value. The shadow costs 

have been calculated for the 15 ground-level houses and should 

basically be paid to prevent or compensate for the environmental 

repercussions. 

The Circular Business Case shows that reusing products leads to a 

significantly lower impact on the environment and in turn, on the 

shadow costs. 

However, within SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate, 

the detachability factor has also been taken into account, which 

also has a positive effect. When you look at the ecological result 

for the total SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate project, it can 

be concluded that an ecological gain of almost €250,000 in 

shadow costs has been achieved. Circular building is not an end 

in itself, but a means to keep the earth liveable for our people. 

The results from this Circular Business Case make it clear that 

circular building really does have major ecological advantages 

and that if these were to be factored into the (financial) decision-

making process, other choices would probably be made. 

The total ecological costs in the Circular 
Business Case for the 15 ground-level houses
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 The social aspects of the    
 Circular Business Case

The social business case, unlike the financial and ecological 
business cases, is not a quantitative business case. At 
the moment, it is still difficult to quantify the social value 
of circularity. For instance, you would want to factor in 
the employment conditions surrounding new materials. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to identify social advantages. 
Advantages within two areas; health and flexibility. In reused 
products, a lot of circular products contain less harmful 
substances, or the amount of harmful substances is significantly 
reduced. This has a beneficial impact on the health of the 
residents. In order to formulate a realistic assumption, use was 
made of the WELL certification7, which specifies the types of 
materials that typically contain hazardous substances.

Furthermore, circular measures tend to be more flexible, making 
them easier to adapt to the needs of the tenants. Based on the 
detachability factor that was also used for the financial and 
ecological residual values, something can be said about the 
flexibility of a particular measure. 

Attached is an overview of the beneficial effects of the circular 
measures compared to the traditional variant. It can be seen that 
these effects do not apply to all measures, but only to some of 
them. 
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traditional
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 Conclusion

When the entire Circular Business Case for the SUPERLOCAL 
- Super Circular Estate project is scrutinised, it is clear at a 
glance that the project has a positive business case compared 
to the traditional variant. It can be seen that most of the 
circular measures are found in the first quadrant, with a lower 
environmental impact and lower total cost (net present value: 
NPV). Only two measures present a less favourable financial 
business case, which are more than compensated by the 
ecological benefits that are achieved. In one exceptional case, 
a negative ecological business case is shown compared to the 
traditional variant, although this is easily remedied by using more 
detachable connections. When another type of connection 
is used, the ecological business case for this measure is also 
positive. 

The main conclusion from the SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular 
Estate project is that it is essential that current real estate 
calculation models are no longer considered adequate for 
circular projects. The UIA subsidy is still being used for this 
project given that investment costs for many of the measures 
are higher. However, this higher investment is more than 
recouped when you view the business case from a more long-
term perspective. When the environmental impact in the form 
of shadow costs is also factored into the (financial) decision-
making process, it is very clear that circular construction makes a 
stronger business case.  

The result of the Circular 
Business Case for 
SUPERLOCAL - Super 
Circular Estate

Financial Ecological Social

Circular concrete 26.2% 21.5% -

FixBrick® 20.8% -15.1% -

Circular storage 11.5% 59.4%  

Velux roof window 0.0% 0.0% -

Rheinzink RWD and roof gutters 46.6% 13.3 % -

FAAY walls -26.3% 100.2% -

MOSA tiles -8.8% 40.0%  

Reused kitchen 60.8% 26.5%
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Further development of 
the Circular Business Case
The Circular Business Case that has been drawn up for the 

SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate project is one of the 

first circular business cases for social housing. It is already 

demonstrating that circular construction has value that can be 

quantified, provided that the existing calculation models are 

revised. We see this (added) value in financial, ecological as well 

as in social areas. 

It is nevertheless important that the Circular Business Case 

continues to develop into a mature and widely applicable 

methodology. In order to take steps in this direction over the 

coming years, the following points need to be pursued:

 1. A broadly supported methodology for determining the 

  residual value

 2. Application of the Environmental Performance of Buildings

  (abbreviated to EPB)

   a. Expansion of the construction materials database 

   b. Higher environmental pricing

   c. Factoring in of positive environmental effects of

    construction materials

 3. Quantifying of social costs and benefits

 residual value

Although it is logical to think in terms of residual value in a 

Circular Business Case because of the ambition for high-quality 

(re)use of elements, products and materials in new cycles, the 

way that residual value is determined is currently still under 

development. Often a percentage of the purchase value is - 

conservatively -used at present for lack of a better method. 

However, in the Circular Business Case of SUPERLOCAL - Super 

Circular Estate, the residual value at both the product and 

material levels are calculated by considering the new price, 

commodity prices and various corrective factors such as quality 

degradation, transport, disassembly and storage costs. It is 

important that this continues to be experimented with further. 

 Application of the  EPB

The Circular Business Case of SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular Estate 

intentionally does not use the national standard for calculating 

the environmental impact of buildings, the Milieuprestatie 

Gebouw (MPG), i.e. the Dutch Environmental Performance of 

Buildings (EPB)8. Nevertheless, we do consider it important 

that the EPB is actually used in the further development of the 

Circular Business Case. The EPB system is already part of national 

legislation and also serves as a uniform measurement method for 

circularity on a sector-wide basis. It is therefore important to find 

a common thread here, as the chances of success of the Circular 

Business Case are greater than when the ecological costs are 

calculated in a different way. 

 Expansion of the database 
 construction materials

As mentioned earlier, the Dutch National Environmental 

Database is not always comprehensive enough when it comes to 

innovative products and materials. In practice, this means that 

the actual environmental cost of a building could be lower than 

the calculated value. It is therefore important that the database 

is expanded as quickly as possible so that the value of circular 

buildings is as realistic as possible. One other option is to allow 

the use of other international LCA databases for the calculation of 

the EPB rating.
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 Apply the Circular 
 Business Case tomorrow?

Although the Circular Business Case still needs to be further 

developed before a sector-wide standard can be set up, you can 

already start working with the Circular Business Case as soon 

as tomorrow. It is precisely by experimenting with the Circular 

Business Case, as HEEMwonen and its partners have done, that 

we can work towards upscaling more quickly. If you also would 

like to apply the rationale behind the Circular Business Case, 

there are two important aspects to consider:

1. When it comes to the financial feasibility of projects, focus not 

only on the short term (construction costs), but also consider 

an important part of the operating phase. Are there any circular 

solutions that require higher investment, but that will pay for 

themselves through lower maintenance costs and residual value? 

Then try to merge the realisation budget and the maintenance 

budget for your project. 

2. Do not use a EPB calculation as a test, but rather as a steering 

mechanism. At present, the EPB calculation is often only carried 

out for the environmental permit. The EPB methodology actually 

offers opportunities to steer towards a lower environmental 

impact even during the design phase. Encourage your 

contractors to weigh design variants up against each other on 

the basis of  the EPB. 

 Higher shadow costs

The current shadow costs used within the EPB to recalculate 

the environmental impacts are highly conservative. At the 

moment, there are significant developments towards changing 

these factors, whereby the factors taken into consideration 

from the most recent version of the Handboek Milieuprijzen 

(Environmental Prices Handbook, 2017)9 are higher than those 

factors that are currently considered in the construction sector. It 

is important that these higher environmental prices are included 

in the EPB methodology, so that a more realistic Circular Business 

Case can be drawn up. 

 Take the positive 
 environmental effects 
 construction materials into 
 account

If we want to significantly reduce CO2 emissions generated 

by the construction sector, we will have to use alternatives to 

environmentally damaging materials that are produced with fossil 

fuels. Biobased materials (such as wood, hemp, flax, bamboo 

and bulrush) are promising since they absorb CO2 during their 

cultivation phase. Yet this CO2 storage is currently not taken 

into account in the EPB calculation. It is important that further 

research is carried out into how such positive environmental 

effects can be factored into the EPB rating. Developer VORM has 

drawn up a manifesto together with a significant section of the 

construction sector that outlines how the EPB calculation can be 

revised in this area. 

 Quantification of the 
 social costs and benefits

In the Circular Business Case of SUPERLOCAL - Super Circular 

Estate, the social aspects are, for the time being, qualitatively 

substantiated. However, in an ideal circular business case, the 

social costs and added value are both factored in. Social costs as 

a consequence of the realisation and maintenance of a building 

can, for example, concern working conditions in the production 

chains of products, but also noise pollution caused by the 

construction of a building. The greatest challenge here is to 

express these relatively qualitative aspects in a quantitative way, 

so that they can be factored into a business case.

Social added value can arise during work activities (construction / 

maintenance / deconstruction) as well as during the usage phase 

of a building. Added value during activities lies, for example, in 

the deployment of people who are distanced from the labour 

market, which is easily quantifiable. At the same time, many of 

the aspects that are considered social added value during the 

usage phase, such as user value, social cohesion, safety and 

health, are much more difficult to quantify. Consequently, for 

the time being it is advisable to take those aspects into account 

in a qualitative way in the design choices and to adopt them as 

preconditions for the business case.
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“It is precisely by 
experimenting with the 
Circular Business Case 
that we are advancing 
more quickly towards 

upscaling.”
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